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Abstract Shared nothing (SN) architecture is a standard design method for distributed systems. In this paper, the author
presents how the principles of SN architecture contributes to enhance security of software programming in general, and describe the examples in Erlang/OTP concurrent programming system. The author also shows how SN programming will aﬀect
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the assumption which assumes all the involving parties can see evNode

erything they have each other as the default state may cause grave

Node

problems from the information security perspective. For example, in many SNSes and sharing services, data are only hidden
by obscuring the corresponding URLs and has no access control
by authenticating the entity who tries to get access to them. This
obscurity-based security is weak and can be easily exploited. DropShared storage
of the internal state
(memory, disk, etc.)

Node

Node

box, a leading file-sharing service provider, had to deactivate links
before May 5, 2014, due to the disclosure of private links through
the referer header [5].
Another problem is that the entities involving in an data exchange in the SE principle are assumed not to accidentally or unintentionally change the shared state; this assumption can be eas-

Node

ily broken in the real-world development and operation of the dis-

Node

tributed systems. For example, the mutual exclusion problem such
as resource locking and database transaction protocols have been
Fig. 1 Shared everything (SE) model.

one of the most diﬃcult problems to solve, and bugs changing the
critical shared state can render the whole protocols useless at once.

1. Introduction: shared everything .vs.
nothing principles

shared

Deutsch [6] explains the false assumptions of the SE principle partly
as: the network is homogeneous, there is one administrator, and latency is zero.

Computers have become an outlet for all media and communication

Shared nothing (SN) is a totally opposite characteristic against

activities. People after the Web social networking service (SNS)

the SE; in an SN system all involving parties are isolated and cannot

era of Facebook [1] and Twitter [2] consider the main purpose of

see anything which each of them has as the default state. Figure 2

information media is sharing. The pace of sharing is even getting

shows an example of SN system, where each node has an indepen-

faster; more people are involving in chat activities with smartphones

dent and isolated storage, and limits the information exchange over

through the messaging services such as WhatsApp [3] and LINE [4].

the peer-to-peer mesh network.

Sharing and global reachability to the storage resources by the

Stonebraker [7] proposed the notion of shared nothing archi-

computing nodes (hosts, CPUs, etc.) is part of the fundamental de-

tecture system in 1986 with the multi-processing database engine

sign in computer architectures. Figure 1 shows a configuration of a

context, as the architecture which neither memory nor peripheral

multi-node system, sharing the same storage, under the shared ev-

storage is shared among processors. The SN principle can also be

erything (SE) principle. The SE principle is firmly ingrained in the

considered as a form of isolation to minimize and to prevent the

modern computing paradigms; programmers assume all resources

unnecessary coupling at every layer of the communication levels in

are readily available from each and every computing nodes.

a broader information system: nodes/hosts, operating system (OS)

On the other hand, building an information system based on

processes, modules inside the OS processes or an executable pro—1—

modules are thoroughly designed to exclude the degradation of reNode

liability caused by sharing for coupling the modules and functions.

Node

These fundamental properties of Erlang/OTP largely contributes as
Per-node
storage

the key components of building a robust distributed system.

Per-node
storage

As all computer systems are moving towards distributed execution environments even within a same physical container, the software developers and system administrators, or the combined role

Node

Node

players called devops [18], are now daily tackling the problems and
issues dealing with the distributed systems running on virtual ma-

Per-node
storage

Per-node
storage

chines inside the cloud computing infrastructure, for massively concurrent data processing. In such systems, running the programs with
reliability is a hard problem to solve, let alone showing the proof of
how the systems are secure; the notion of computer security will not

Node

Node

firmly stand without the perspective from the reliability issues.
In this paper, the author first presents how the SE principle

Per-node
storage

Per-node
storage

traditionally aﬀects the detail of programming and system design
in Section 2. In Section 3, the author explains how SN principle

Fig. 2 Shared nothing (SN) model.

and architectures will aﬀect the principles of software security, using Erlang/OTP as an example. In Section 4, the author summarizes

gram, and even functions of each module as a part of program.
SN systems were not traditionally chosen for the computer
system design, since they are slower than SE systems in a monolithic execution environment, where all the related execution entities are contained in the same physical CPU core and in the same
storage device cluster. Exchanging internal state by explicit messaging between the system components requires concurrent programming techniques. On the other hand, SE systems has no way
to recover from a partial failure in the system component, while
SN systems can be designed to maintain at least reduced or even
full of either availability or consistency even when the network
partition occurs, according to the CAP theorem （*1） explained by
Gilbert and Lynch [8], and Brewer [9], the author of the original
conjecture in 2000. Amazon formalizes the methodology of meeting the business requirements with a large-scale distributed keyvalue database system called Dymano [10], and Basho Technologies（*2） makes Dynamo-based distributed key-value database called
Riak [11]. Shapiro et al. [12] proposes Convergent or Commutative Replicated Data Types (CRDTs) to formally guarantee eventual
consistency [13], which is actualized in Riak 2.0 [14].
Erlang/OTP [15] is an SN-based programming system, enforcing the SN principle from the lowest language level.
Erlang/OTP is chosen as the core messaging architecture of the large
scale sharing and messaging services such as WhatsApp [16] and
Basho’s Riak [17], because of the robustness and capability of handling massive concurrency without causing the internal state corruption. Erlang has a set of language-level SN properties, and the OTP
（ *1） : The word CAP stands for Consistency, Availability, and Partition tolerance.

how and what SN principle has changed the computer programming
and system design, and proposes a set of open questions to the computer security community for the further discussions.

2. Shared everything principle and the historical
implication on programming
Computer programming is traditionally conducted on imperative
languages; early programming languages such as FORTRAN and
BASIC are abstraction of the assembly languages.

Still most

of modern programming languages including JavaScript (JS, also
known as ECMAScript [19]), and Lua [20] are based on the imperative, procedural, and structured programming, though many of them
also incorporate diﬀerent programming paradigms.
The imperative programming model consists of statements or
instructions which directly change the internal state, usually commonly shared and accessible between all involving functions and
modules, and inherently based on the SE principle. The data storage of imperative languages are designed for reusing and sharing,
for gaining execution speed.
For example, variables in the imperative languages are considered as reusable pieces of boxes with a size value in bits or bytes.
This characteristic is the most simply represented by the following
notation: a = a + 1, which increments the variable a by one. This
notation is confusing due to the dual meaning of assignment and
comparison on the same operator = (equal sign), which is another
common syntax practice on many imperative languages.
On the other hand, when a complex data structure is allocated
by a constructor, the allocated object in the memory is referred by
the memory address of the structure. Each structure must be explic-

（ *2） : Disclaimer: the author Kenji Rikitake was a Senior Software Engineer at Basho

itly constructed; assignment of an existing structure into a variable

Japan KK, a subsidiary of Basho Technologies, Inc., from February to September 2013.

does not make a copy of the structure. Also, when a data structure
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form [21]). A few points should be noted:
> a = {1, 2, 3}

•

> b = a

of the structures, not the value or the complete set of them;

> print(a[1], a[2], a[3])
1

2

•

3

b[3] is changed because a[3] is re-assigned.

> print(b[1], b[2], b[3])
2

changing an element of the structure assigned to the source
variable will cause the corresponding change of the element

> a[3] = 4

1

variables assigned to data structures only store the reference

in the destination variable; and
•

comparing two data structures means comparing the memory
address only, and will not compare the the each and every el-

4

> print(b == a)

ements; this may result in an unintuitive result of false even if

true

the contents of the data structure represented by a valuable is

Printing a table returns the address value.

compared to another data structure which has the exactly same

> print(a)

element values and hierarchy.

table: 0x7f8751c12cf0

These characteristics of the modern imperative languages re-

> print(b)

quire cautious operation practices when the programmers need to

table: 0x7f8751c12cf0

perform the following operation:

A constructor makes a new table; note the return value of the second con-

•

extracting the data structure contents between two or more

structor call is diﬀerent from the first constructor call.

computing nodes which do not share the memory addresses

> print({1,2,4})

with each other;

table: 0x7f8751d00c20

•

isolating a copy of a data structure from the source, i.e., mak-

> print({1,2,4})

ing the contents of the copied structure will not be aﬀected

table: 0x7f8751f002b0

even the elements in the source are later modified; and

Comparison of the tables only compares the address of the table, and does
not compare the each and every element.

•

ensuring two diﬀerent data structures have the exact same
structures and the element values; this requires external deep

> print(b == {1,2,4})

comparison functions [22], [23].

false

In summary: under the SE principle, the entire programming

Fig. 3 Variable and table assignment example on Lua 5.2.3 REPL.

language is designed to minimize copying and to implicitly enforce
the programmers to share the data structures which does not fit into
> var a = {first: 1, second: 2, third: 3}
undefined

a variable. This design makes the isolation between the data structures extremely diﬃcult.

> b = a
{ first: 1, second: 2, third: 3 }
> a.third = 4
4
b.third is changed because a.third is re-assigned.

3. Shared nothing principle in Erlang/OTP and
how it aﬀects the secure programming
3. 1. Erlang/OTP and the shared nothing properties
The Erlang/OTP programming system is based on functional,

> b
{ first: 1, second: 2, third: 4 }

declarative, and message passing paradigms, which are completely

> b == a

on the opposite perspective from the modern imperative languages,

true

based on the SN principle.
Figure 5 shows how an element of a data structure is treated

The right-side object is newly constructed, so is diﬀerent from the left-side
value.

in the Erlang Shell (a REPL). The programming language Erlang

> b == { first: 1, second: 2, third: 4 }

incorporates the following characteristics, which enforces the pro-

> false

grammer to avoid unnecessary sharing at all costs:

Fig. 4 Table assignment example on node.js v0.10.28 REPL.

•

No variables can be reused in the function scope; each
variable can be assigned only once. A statement such as
"A = A + 1."（*4） causes a syntax error.

containing multiple elements such as JS object and Lua table is assigned to a variable, the variable contains the reference of the data
structure.
Figures 3 and 4 show how an element of a data structure

•

A variable can contain a whole data structure and the elements, and an assignment makes a new copy; even if an element of the source structure changes, that will not aﬀect the

is treated in REPL （*3） of Lua and node.js (a JS application platronment equivalent to UNIX shell.
（ *3） : The word REPL stands for read-eval-print loop, an interactive execution envi-

（ *4） : In Erlang Shell, all statements must be terminated by “.” (period).
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Table 1 Comparison of SE principled languages and Erlang/OTP.

Eshell V6.0

(abort with ^G)

JavaScript, Lua

Erlang/OTP

1> A1 = {1,2,3}.

Variables are reusable and re- Variables are assigned only once

{1,2,3}

assignable

in the function scope

2> B1 = A1.

Global-scoped variables exist

Variables are function local

{1,2,3}

Data structures are assigned by Data structures are assigned by

The setelement/3 function makes a modified copy.

reference

3> A2 = setelement(3,A1,4).

Assignment of a variable for data Assignment of a variable for data

the value

structures only copy the memory structures always copy the con-

{1,2,4}

address and shares the same mem- tents as an independent entity

Comparison of the tuples compares the each and every element.

ory contents

4> B1 =:= {1,2,3}.

Comparison of two data struc- Comparison of two data struc-

true

tures means comparing the mem- tures means the deep comparison

5> B1 =:= A1.

ory address only

true

of each and every element and the
hierarchy

Fig. 5 Tuple assignment example on Erlang/OTP 17.0 Shell.

ules and functions. Erlang/OTP’s design philosophy to minimize
assigned structure at all. This characteristic aﬀects how a data
structure is manipulated; a modified copy of the entire structure is newly constructed, even only one element is modified

the sharing will contribute to make computer programs more secure,
including but not limited to, the following aspects:
•

in the structure. (See the function setelement/3 in Figure 5.)
•

usually employ the garbage collector (GC) and do not re-

Comparing two data structures mean comparing the each and

quire programmers to explicitly allocate and free the mem-

every elements and the hierarchy.

ory, Erlang/OTP’s single assignment restriction on variables

Erlang’s language semantics restriction demands the program-

eases the the memory management and a simply and fast al-

mer to explicitly introduce data sharing among diﬀerent functions

gorithm such as one pass real-time generational mark-sweep

and Erlang processes（*5）. The programmer has to explicitly handle

GC is applicable [24]. Being able to mark unused memory

the cost of assignment and copying.

blocks in soft real-time manners keep the active memory foot-

In Erlang, the variables are strictly local within the function.
Preserving the internal state of an Erlang function before and after

print small.
•

the execution has to be conducted explicitly by passing it in and out

tween multiple processes will never implicitly occur, and the

Erlang/OTP does have the way of distributed sharing; to

complexity of each process is much smaller than in other lan-

share data among multiple functions and processes, Erlang has the

guage systems. The path of sharing between multiple pro-

process-level shared storage called process dictionary which en-

cesses should be explicitly specified, or be carried through the

ables sharing data between two or more functions in the same pro-

message passing between the processes. This will contribute

cess. Erlang/OTP also has the Erlang Term Storage (ETS) and the

to reduce the unnecessary coupling between the concurrently

disk-based term storage (DETS), as well as the distributed database

running processes.
•

Erlang/OTP, nevertheless, is that the sharing-based libraries and system services are not implicitly used and completely excluded from

which guarantees the same output will be obtained for the
function calls with the same arguments. This enables indepen-

Table 1 summarizes the diﬀerence between the SE principled

dent module and function unit testing before coupling them

languages and Erlang/OTP. The table shows that the two groups
3. 2. How shared nothing principle contributes to make computer programs more secure
Sharing states is inevitable for the computer programming, but
the unnecessary sharing may cause errors and malfunctions due to
the unexpected I/O coupling between concurrently running mod-

Referential transparency : Erlang/OTP employs the functional
programming paradigm, to enforce referential transparency

the default execution of the language statements.

stand on the completely opposite positions with each other.

Process isolation : On Erlang, the granularity of GC is comparably finer than other languages, since cross referencing be-

of the function as the return values and the arguments.

called Mnesia. The important point about data sharing policy in

Memory allocation : while modern programming languages

into a complex system, and other formal verification methods.
•

Idempotency : the immutable characteristic of Erlang functions based on the SN principle contributes to increase the
idempotency of each function, which means the entire system
will be more fault tolerant. Erlang/OTP’s supervisor also helps
automatic restart and process pool management [25] with the
fail fast principle for the fast containment of failure [26].
Erlang/OTP has been successfully working on various pieces

（ *5） : Erlang processes are light weight with small amount of internal storage data,

of software, from large-scale chat servers such as ejabberd [27] and

reclaimed entirely after the execution ends.
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MongooseIM [28] to an OpenFlow software defined network router

incidents, such as network or hardware outages, though the mutable

called LINC [29]. While reliability and fault tolerance do not nec-

user data integrity check should be regularly performed.
The author would like to conclude this paper with a list of

essarily guarantee security, no software is secure without the reliability and fault tolerance. The author thinks the Erlang/OTP’s reliability approach will contribute to make a more secure software

random open questions to the computer security community:
•

gation methodologies still eﬀective in the world of massively

system.

4. Summary and open questions to the computer
security community

distributed systems?
•

Is there any way for the programming language community to
contribute to raise the level of security, to prevent the small
but fatal incidents caused by programming bugs, such as goto-

In this paper, the author first proposed the general diﬀerence and

fail [36] and heartbleed [37] cases?

real-world issues of shared everything (SE) and shared nothing
(SN) models in Section 1, and described how the traditional SE

Are the traditional malware detection and other security miti-

•

Should the computer science and engineering community as a
whole maintain putting higher priority to the execution speed

programming language systems focused on reusing and sharing the
existing data structures, and the unintuitive irregularities by show-

than security? Is there any eﬀective way to reverse the trend

ing a simple example, in Section 2. The author then described how

to put priority to security?

Erlang/OTP worked diﬀerently by incorporating the SN principle

•

Are we ready to accept the inability of the traditional shared

with the same example, and how the change of characteristics would

everything paradigm, and to move on to the shared nothing

contribute to writing a secure software in Section 3.

architecture?

Traditionally, writing computer software means a battle for

•

How can research, education, and academic communities con-

more speed from the same hardware, with the limited memory and

tribute to incorporate the security first culture into the com-

storage resources. While this still holds the truth in the world of

puter scientists and engineers?

supercomputing, more and more computer systems become distributed, and the traditional idealistic assumption of SE principle
are eventually but surely being substituted by SN principle-based
assumptions, which Rotem-Gal-Oz [30] explains: the network is
unreliable, latency is significant, and the network is far from be-
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